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True Love on the Sunshine Coast Trail
Joseph McLean

Trails were different
when I was a child.
Growing up in Lund,
there were no hiking
routes, no welldefined paths, no
signs, no maps, no
apps. Trails were
none of that. They
were simply the
connector from your
front door to
everything else.

Photo courtesy of Joseph McLean
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eagerly if I could
come over and play,
then leap out the
door and run directly through the woods to her house. Over the old
log, through the salal bushes and towering ferns, past the junction
where I knew a sasquatch lurked, under the salmonberry patch, and
there she was. My friend, not the sasquatch. And life was good.

It was the 1980s in Lund, and I did not wear fancy running shoes. I wore gumboots, like everyone else in every
season and to all occasions. I wore my boots through puddles, snowstorms, beach parties, and the occasional
wedding. They were both functional and uniquely uncomfortable; a modern marvel in vulcanized rubber.
From my door lay trails to my friends, to my enemies, to abandoned (aka haunted) houses, to hidden clearings
where certain tall green plants would mysteriously grow. You know the ones. There were trails to secret beaches
and to the bones of old logging equipment and classic trucks gathering rust beneath the whispering trees.
My friends and I knew every trail and we ran them without realizing we were trail runners. We ran them in the
Continued on page 3....
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As I write this, rain is beginning to fall after a luxuriously
long spell of warm, sunny days. The forecast has it that rain
will be our companion for a while now. We all know it will
probably be a long while as rain is an integral part of our
fall here on the coast, and a good thing it is. May it hydrate
all the thirsty plants and creatures who made it through the
summer drought.
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Welcome to the fall issue. When asked what was the theme
this time, I always said “fall stuff”, and so it is. In these 40
pages (first time in a fall issue), we have articles on trails
and whales (the Sunshine Coast Trail and humpbacks to be
more specific), on fire-fighting and rain returning, Savary
sands and moist mushrooms, the Lund art scene (!) from
preschool to art centre, and on and on. We have a very
funny cartoon, scads more photos, and a lot of interesting
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have our regular columns, newsy bits, and updates.
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I hope you enjoy the read. Check out the entire collection of
all the Barnacles ever published by going to
www.lundcommunity.com/barnacle.
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dark with candle lanterns (essentially a candle in a coffee can), or flickery flashlights, or sometimes just moonlight.
My imagination placed wolves and bears behind every tree but I never stopped running trails. They were my
connection.
One day when I was heading over to Savary, I looked back and saw for the first time a beautiful honey-coloured
bluff, high in the hills beyond Lund. I was not much of a hiker then, but the sight of the bluff fired up some nascent
urge for discovery. I became a man on a mission.
Soon I found myself setting out, armed with a walking stick, swiss army knife, and a long feather I found
somewhere. I told no one where I was going because I didn’t really know. I followed old roads, then deer paths,
then fallen trees, deeper and deeper into the woods. I do not strictly recommend this style of exploration, especially
if you are 14 years old, which I certainly was. Eventually I found a brook, and the brook led me to the first mossy
footholds of the great golden terrace. Hand over hand I climbed to the top, arriving at the clearing that would
someday be called Manzanita Bluff.

Manzanita Bluff - Photo courtesy of Joseph McLean

The view that day was incredible. Coming from the long and muddled embrace of the forest, I felt like I could see
forever. This land was home, and I felt suddenly connected in a way I never had before.
So I did the only thing that made sense at the time. I decided I would someday be married here, on this mossy stage.
I had no idea who would marry me, a semi-nomadic teenage hermit with wild hair and dubious social graces, but I
was optimistic. I had found the clearing; I would find true love. Although first I had to find my way back down.
Soon after this rather embarrassing introduction to hiking, I began to hear whispers of a significant new trail project.
I was visiting the bluff regularly by then, lugging my little brothers with me, laughing as they marvelled at the
view. I saw the first markers go up, then a trail was roughed out, and suddenly we were connected, as if in some
massive dot-to-dot. From Sarah Point to Saltery Bay, the Sunshine Coast Trail heralded a new era of connected,
official, long distance hiking.
And for a moment, I was jealous. Could my dream withstand the tromping feet of trail tourists? Was this piece of
heaven on earth now just an outhouse at kilometre 15? I wasn’t sure. But every time I thought of someone seeing
that view for the first time, I couldn’t help but smile. This place, this “discovery” was never mine to begin with.
People lived here for thousands of years, following trails passed down through story and song. I was just the latest
admirer, rubbing his eyes and gazing out at the world.
Continued on page 4....
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Over the years, it’s been my privilege to help
Eagle Walz and Scott Glaspey build and
maintain their impossible 180 kilometre trail,
through a wild mix of protected old growth
forest and active logging. Many in the
community have done the same, so that all
our little contributions float this trail through
valley and hill, on and on forever.
On July 21, 2007, Katie and I were married on
the golden edge of Manzanita Bluff. I would
have married her anywhere, but she chose
that path. There was no cabin to honeymoon
in yet, but the outhouse was invaluable to the
50 guests who hiked in with us on a
summer’s morning. Sharing that moment
and that view, my hermit heart grew three
times larger.
Some places must stay wild, free of trails,
Photo courtesy of Katie McLean
holding close their secrets. And some places
we can share. These days, I share the trails with gobsmacked visitors, with my closest friends, and with my own two
boys, who shout “SCT!” whenever they spy a gleaming orange marker.
There are cycles I’m beginning to see, although I still feel new to these woods. Trails connect things. They connect best
friends together, and willing hearts with adventure. They connect random strangers into hiking companions, and silly
ideas into breathtaking reality. Sometimes they connect us to mud, and storms, and the chaotic tangle of downed trees.
That’s ok. Just put on your gumboots and see how far you can go.

Lund Community Society Update
Kirsten Clarksen (aka KC), Sandy
Dunlop, and Mary Ann Lammersen

Hello Lundies!
Here’s all the news that’s fit to print since the last Barnacle from the Lund Community Society (LCS):
Our Regional Board rep Patrick Brabazon joined our monthly meeting on September 18 to talk about plans for the
Community Centre. In order to move ahead with our plan to build a hall and upgrade the existing building, the
RD would need to know more about the integrity of the old school building. He wanted to know what our opinion
was of using the land at the Gazebo for building a Centre. The members felt that the first option, building a hall on
the existing Centre property and later upgrading the existing building, was the best and most favoured plan and
the least expensive. The consensus was that the continuity of our programs was most important and that much
work had already been accomplished on our present grounds, building, and plans. Without the building we now
use and while building elsewhere, we would lose the continuity in our programming. Patrick agreed to take this
info back to the RD.
While we had Patrick there, we reiterated our desire to streamline the booking of the Gazebo to make it more
accessible and put its usage under the management of the community. He assured us that he fully supports this
plan and there will be more discussion on this in the future. On September 17, RD Legislative Assistant Michelle
Continued on page 5....
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Jones sent us clear instructions on how to book the Gazebo through the RD office and website in the interim.
Mary Ann Lammersen and Ronnie Uhlmann had a meeting with the RD Manager of Operational Services,
Patrick Devereaux. He’s new on the job so they discussed what the LCS has been doing for the past two years.
He feels that the building assessment done on the old school was insufficient to use in long-term planning for a
community centre and is ordering a more detailed inspection and report. The school was built in 1948 and he
wants a better idea of the viability of the building in the future. We will be waiting on those results and are
looking forward to future planning and decisions. He is also looking into provincial community grants in
planning for our Community Centre project. This will combine funding with our building fund savings to build
a Centre to serve as our community's home base.
At an RD meeting on September 27, members of that Board agreed to the change of name for the Gazebo
property that the LCS had requested: Klah ah men Lund Gazebo Regional Park. We feel this is a vast
improvement over End of the Road Regional Park and speaks more to our history and sense of place and
community.
Puddle Jumpers Preschool parents and Alanna Graham pulled off another fabulous Lund Flea (Market) on
September 30 and it was hopping! Vendors kept proceeds from their sales while table rentals and sales of
goodies went to the Preschool.
Speaking of Puddle Jumpers... There are a few spots left at the Preschool so please spread the word!
The LCS hosted an All Candidates Meeting for Area A at the NCRC on October 1 in anticipation of the (then)
upcoming election on October 20. It was well attended and informative. The meeting was filmed by Roger
Whittaker of TVThatWorks and can be viewed unedited at https://www.facebook.com/tvpowellriver/
videos/2111737665504041/. The NCRC is one of the polling stations on election day and the results will be
known before this Barnacle hits the streets.
We had a lovely Thanksgiving community potluck on October 5 at the NCRC. Rin Innes organized it and
everyone pitched in. As always, there was much chatting and great food!
Our Community Centre is looking really nice, mainly thanks to Ria Curtis who has done everything from taking
apart and fixing the clogged sink in the Preschool room to painting beautiful murals on the inside doors. Ria
requests that interested community members contact her about doing more painting on the rest of the doors and
on the large walls in both bathrooms. And the NCRC is getting new window blinds. A grant will cover most of
the cost and the LCS voted to float the rest until the funds can be reimbursed from the 2018 budget.
The Christmas Craft Fair is coming up soon! November 24 from 10:00 - 4:00 at the Italian Hall. There was a
stunning selection of great gifts last year and the yummies were very yummy! Vendor table reservations are
already full; we’ll be packed to the rafters. Don’t miss it! And, while there, look for our table and buy a
membership. We value your support.
The Lund Community Society is looking for people to volunteer to be one of the goodwill ambassadors for
Lund. Email us at lundcommunity@gmail.com if you know the community and would like to contribute.
Emily Jenkins will no longer be a north-of-town resident and will step down from her role as secretary at the
next AGM, so the LCS needs a new secretary. Em will be missed very much! The LCS also needs a new treasurer,
as per our previous announcement. Help!
Check out our website at http://www.lundcommunity.com . We’re also on Facebook.
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What’s Happening in Lund?
Wed., Oct. 31

Halloween Party at Craig Park
Northside Volunteer Fire Department sponsored
with bonfire, fireworks, and hot dogs, pop, and
candy for the kids.

7:00 pm

Sun., Nov. 4

Playing Around Puppet Theatre presents
The Paper Bag Princess and one of the Frog and
Toad stories, at the Tidal Art Centre at
9971 Finn Bay Road. Suggested donation $5.
Refreshments by Puddle Jumper’s Snack Bar.

2:00 pm

Mon., Nov. 5

ORCA Bus with StrongStart on board
0-5 years old; free.

10:00 am - 2:00 pm

Sun., Nov. 11

Playing Around Puppet Theatre presents
The Frog Prince, at the Tidal Art Centre at
9971 Finn Bay Road. Suggested donation $5.
Refreshments by Puddle Jumper’s Snack Bar.

2:00 pm

Sun., Nov. 18

Playing Around Puppet Theatre presents
Jack and the Beanstalk, Tidal Art Centre at
9971 Finn Bay Road. Suggested donation $5.
This is a Lund version of the classic tale, with
no giant killing involved.

2:00 pm

Sat., Nov. 24

Lund Christmas Craft Fair
Find unique, local, handmade arts and crafts,
and the best lunch and homemade baking to be
found anywhere. At the Italian Hall, Wildwood.

10:00 am – 4 pm

Sun., Nov. 25

Playing Around Puppet Theatre presents
another show, which one TBA, Tidal Art Centre
at 9971 Finn Bay Road. Suggested donation $5.

2:00 pm

Tuesdays

Hatha Yoga - all levels

Thursdays

Tai Chi

Take the Bus!

ongoing at the NCRC

4:30 pm – 5:45 pm
5:00 pm – 7:00 pm

NEW SCHEDULE

Only $2.25 takes you right to the Town Centre Mall where you can do all your shopping, have lunch, meet
friends, or get to your appointments. Then for $2.25 you can catch the bus back.
Cheaper than driving!

October - January: Tuesday and Friday
Leave Lund: (Mile 0 marker)
Leave Town Centre Mall (north end)

11:00 am
10:05 am
6
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To book events at the Northside Community
Recreation Centre, contact Kristi at 604-414-0628. For
events at the Klah Ah Men Lund Gazebo Regional
Park, call RD Operational Services Clerk Caroline
Visser at (604) 487-1380.

Regional District Update
Patrick Brabazon, Director, Area A
Regional Board Chairman

Working together means listening together and seeking a common understanding of the issue before us. When
people of good will disagree, it is entirely possible that the discussion will yield a result that satisfies the essential
points and leaves all with a feeling that they have been heard, their ideas honestly considered, and that the result is
acceptable.
A recent example of this is the debate about the best name for the new regional park here in Lund. Created out of
land generously donated to the Regional District by the Lund Water Improvement District, the name initially given
was End of the Road Regional Park. Hmm.
Some Lundies took exception to this and countered with a variety of proposals which included references to the
heritage of the original Tla’amin village as well as the heritage of the gazebo created by local people for the benefit
of the community. The spirit of Lund was invoked by reference to a “gathering place” and generally a sense “that
this is our place.”

Patrick Brabazon
Director, Area “A”
brabazon@shaw.ca

#202-4675 Marine Avenue
Powell River, BC V8A 2L2
PRRD Tel 604 485-2260
Home Tel 604-483-4310
www.powellriverrd.bc.ca

Questions?
Comments?
Give me a call!

As the Director, I represented the Regional Board in this
back and forth and was very impressed by the passion and
sense of community displayed. In the end I think that all
of us won; Tla’amin is there, so is Lund, and so is the
gazebo. I was concerned that the name could not be too
long and succeeded in winnowing it down a bit. With
agreement of the participants, I took the proposed change
to the Regional Board and the park’s name is now Klah ah
men Lund Gazebo Regional Park.
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From the Office of our Member of Parliament
Drewen Young, Constituency Assistant
Powell River Community Office

Pat Chess and her brush with homelessness was highlighted by NDP leader Jagmeet Singh in a statement to media
following a caucus retreat in Surrey. The party emerged from the three day gathering determined to fight for what
Canadians need.
“We heard about Pat,” he said. “an 80-year-old woman in Powell River who
ended up homeless after battling a life threatening illness. Her loved ones were
doing everything they could to help with medication, food and other essentials,
but what she really needed was a home she could afford on her limited pension.”
Pat, a former Lund resident, did not want to become an example of today’s senior
in need. Until recently she lived independently, drove herself to appointments,
did her own shopping and made her own meals. But one small injury,
culminating in multiple surgeries and a five month stay in hospital, ended Pat’s
independence. When Pat was discharged from hospital she had nowhere to go –
she was forced to take a room at a local motel. At 80 years of age she was facing a
life crisis of vast proportion. She was now disabled and essentially homeless.
Pat is not alone – Canada’s senior population is rising and the supply of
affordable, appropriate and available housing is not keeping up to the demand.
Poverty exacerbates the issue. Half of BC’s seniors live on $24,000 per year or less
and more than 50,000 seniors are living on $20,000 or less. Within five years it is
estimated
3.3 million
seniors will require housing assistance
whether it is tiny houses, specialized
retirement homes, or extended care facilities.
A looming housing crisis is not about to hit
seniors across Canada – it is already here.
With the help of family and friends, Pat’s
story ended on a positive note – she secured a
wheelchair accessible apartment with Powell
River Life Cycle Housing. But the past five
months of uncertainty have left their toll on
the elderly woman. “It will take some time
now for me to feel secure again,” she said.
“And while I’ve found accommodations, I am
aware there are others who have not and it’s
a worry. At our age housing security
shouldn’t be such a concern.” The NDP
MP Rachel Blaney dropped by to visit Powell River resident Pat Chess at her
agrees.
temporary digs at the Marland Motel this summer. Pat found herself

discharged from hospital in August with nowhere to go. MP Rachel Blaney’s
office staff and Seniors Advocate Maureen Tierney assisted Pat in finding
more permanent housing. Photo Courtesy of Drewen Young
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Puddle Jumpers Preschool
Alisha Van Belle
It's fall again and we have another wonderful
Preschool group. As the demographics of Lund
changes, so does the Preschool. We have seven
children enrolled so far with room for a few more.
Some children are the last of founding members
and some children are brand new to the
community. What is for sure, the Preschool not
only helps children get ready for school, it also
bonds Lund families together and offers friendship
and support!
The children have gotten off to a good start with
lots of games to remember each other’s names,
getting to know each other’s families, and figuring
out who likes to play with the same things. We
have started the exploring of Lund on foot: the
forest, the puddles, the playground, and the beach.
We had our first field trip to the Craig Road fire hall
and Craig Park. Some thought the firetruck was
exciting and others were not so sure, but all loved
the big fire hose! We have been exploring bears,
squirrels, birds, harvesting, hibernating, leaves and all
things fall. Bears are the favorite topic.

With less enrollment comes a bigger need to fund raise.
We have started gathering prizes for this year’s Puddle
Jumpers raffle. If you have anything you would like to
donate for our raffle prizes, please contact us at
www.lundpuddlejumpers.com or call Alisha at
604-414-0091. We’ll be in the Kidz Zone at the
Christmas Craft Fair on November 24 and selling
raffle tickets.
We had a successful fall Lund Flea market where
Puddle Jumpers fed the masses local hotdogs and
baked goodies. We raised more than $500 for the
Preschool that day. Thank You! We’ll have a
Puddle Jumpers’ Snack Bar at the upcoming
puppet theatre at Tidal Art Centre November 4
and 11.
We also have rolled our parent education
component in with our monthly parent meetings
(next one is Wednesday November 21 at 6:30 pm).
For the first hour, Sheila (our fantastic former
teacher) will explore parenting topics with
Puddle Jumpers parents and any community
parents who would like to participate. Please let us
know if you are coming and if you need childcare
as this needs to be arranged in advance. There will be a
cost for childcare, if provided.

Photos courtesy of Puddle Jumpers Preschool

We have been so blessed with community support.
Sandy is continuing to have her music class, now once a
month, and Nahila has been a “big kid” helper a few
times as well.

We are looking forward to a year of exploration, fun,
friendship, connection, and awareness of our
community.
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What are you thankful for?

Photos courtesy of Puddle Jumpers Preschool
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Lund Reads
Hello Lund book lovers! I hope you found time this
glorious past summer to get immersed in some
great books - I know I did. I want to tell you about
two non-fiction books that coincidentally share a
sub-theme that’s been on my mind: the difficulty we
have in understanding or tolerating each other’s
beliefs.
The first is EDUCATED, Tara Westover’s brilliantly
written memoir of growing up under the iron rule
of her radical anarchist Mormon father, who
“protected” Tara and her brothers from the
“brainwashing” of public education and the
“poison” of
conventional medicine.
Her home-schooling
consisted of her dad’s
nightly sermons and
reading the Book of
Mormon, and her days
were filled with caring
for their livestock and
sorting scrap metal in
the family junkyard
business. Her father
guarded her morality
by calling her a whore
if her knees were
visible, but in his mind
the task of guarding
his children’s safety belonged exclusively to God,
meaning that he could use their labour recklessly.
Tara’s loyalty to her parents made her desire to be
educated seem like a terrible betrayal and is the
core tension of her story. This book made me
angry, but she writes in such a dispassionate voice
and her story has such promise that I couldn’t
stop reading.

Ev Pollen
the wolves’ presence, they
are still loathed by those
groups. Many of the
hunters depend on elk as
their main source of meat
and fear that the herds will
be decimated. Guideoutfitters are also huge
contributors to the
economy. The most thrilling
part of the book, for me, is
the intimate description of
the lives of the packs and
individual wolves. The
rangers and scientists are
careful to only number and
not name each wolf, to
avoid the “pretty wolf”
sentiment that the thousands of tourists might bring, but
still report that some tourists adore the wolves until
actually witnessing the brutality of a kill. This is in sharp
contrast to the reality familiar to hunters.
These two books both describe the intractable differences
that mark humanity. If every living thing has a right to
exist on this planet, can we find ways to accommodate each
other? I don’t know, but I certainly enjoyed both of these
excellent examples of the journey.

The second book is AMERICAN WOLF, by Nate
Blakeslee. It’s about the wolves that were
reintroduced to Yellowstone National Park in the
1990s after an absence of seventy years, the
rangers and biologists who study the project, and
the consequences and controversies surrounding
the wolves. The eradication of wolves all those
decades ago was done to protect cattle for the
ranchers and elk for the hunters, and the blackand-white nature of that culture has not faded to
grey. Despite the demonstrably positive impact of
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Fall Hours

5 - 8 pm Monday - Friday
Noon - 8 pm Saturday & Sunday

“If these hours don’t work for you - call us!
We’ll make it happen.”

604-483-2201
Reservations or pick-up orders are welcome
Follow us on Facebook for up-to-date events
www.boardwalkrestaurantpowellriverlund.com
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Pith and Vinegar
… short stories, poetry, and such
Poems by Margaret Behr

Blurred line

The birds are telling

By the sea
close to nightfall

In the grey sand
angular footprints
cross and criss-cross.

the water has turned
from the blue of your eyes;
the thin rayed lines
spread out
to the outer edge
of violet
moving into the dark.

The birds are telling:
Dark Eye Wind Crow
came here
hunting food,
cracking open blue mussel,
quick crab.

The rainclouds
come down around
the mountains,
slowly, as hands

The footprints are telling:
Great Blue Heron
walked here
hunting fish
silver shining
in the shallow tide pools.

and the line
between the sea
and the sky
softens

They say:
and the rains begin,
and the sea
and the sky
become one matter.

endless the tides pull
and the moon to full again,
the pale seas wash over
the living,
the tracks of the dead.

Continued on page 14...
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Cedar Hill
the secret streams
of the cedars
are hearkening
still to the sea.

Long ago the city’s edge,
the hill where I live now
once spread with a forest
of flat-boughed cedar,
plumed and green,
pungent and whispering
in the rain, the light.

Roots
These roots have fingered down
in the deep recesses of the brain
far below the sleek bone surface,
seeking to that well of memory,
the long-go dreamtime:
rock me, cradle me, momma,
whose strong brown arms
held me sleeping
at the beginning.

And a spring
gushed clear water here
which they bottled
in the old house next door
and took by horse and wagon
to the Victorian houses
in the city.
Now the city spreads here,
a patina of older homes,
backyard gardens,
a Jewish cemetery
under the twisted oaks,
and no cedars.

And the creek ran easy
through the bottom of the garden,
willow root, lily root,
and the wild ducks nesting each spring.
And my father planted cornflowers,
a blue deeper than the sky,
and there was more than food
for our table.

The mouth of the spring
is stopped too.
But its course remains,
less manifest
but visible nonetheless:
where the cherry blooms
luxuriant each spring,
where a corner
of the hot July soil
is always sweet and damp
to the exploring fingers.
And further down
where the marshes
were thick each fall
with ducks and geese,
the basements
ritually flood each winter now.

And the roots of this land
have called and held me from afar,
always these mountains, the sea,
insistent in my blood:
listen, listen, in the heart of London,
in the wild, dark Greek hills,
an attention focussed here
as a compass needle
flutters and comes to rest.
Today I dig in the sun
and pull patiently the white roots
out of the loose dark soil.
I am home in my land.
The mountains come out of haze
across the blue straits.
I rest easy in the arms of the sun,
and the cornflowers bend in the wind.

The rock and the water
do not forget,
and underneath
the mosses
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Being Here Now
Janet Newbury

Things move slowly down here. The place demands a certain pace of life.
This dry summer requires prudence with water. I haul from the creek each morning to satiate my thirsty garden.
Morning after morning, back and forth. The ritual gives me time with each plant, to watch them grow. Bulbous
squash take shape amidst curly vines. Perfect curves. Sculptures.
Back and forth, back and forth – creek to garden and back again. It can’t happen quickly; there is no rushing down
here.
I settle into the task.
This pace is drawing me in … I find my own matching it.
Splitting wood. Stacking it. Noticing the sizes. The kind. Whether it’s dry. The time will soon be upon us when we
need fires to stay warm. Piece by piece, the stacks grow. There is a rhythm to this work.
The slowness of this place fosters a kind of relationship.
As I sand, re-sand, stain, and re-stain the wood for our window trim, I get to know the grains of each plank. I start
to recognize them as I encounter them for the second, third, fourth time. I have favorites, imagine which window
they will frame in the house. And I remember where they came from: hauling lengths of this tree after it fell with
the wind. The weight of it. The sense of having worked at the end of that day. It felt so good.
I fall in love with my house this way. It happens
slowly.
Things move slowly down here … but they move. Nothing
here is ever still:
The tides – so big the landscape is perpetually
changing with the ebb of them. The blackberries will
swallow us up if we aren’t careful; they are relentless.
Water gurgling amidst the lush jungle of skunk
cabbage and horsetail that make a summer home of
the creek bed. Tap, tap, tapping of our neighbourhood
woodpecker, just off in the distance. Ocean lapping
against the shore. Ferns unfurling … filling up every
last space. A crash in the bush! Next year’s fire wood
has just come down. Squirrels chirp at the fuss.
This entire inlet is alive.
Steadily moving all the time, there is a sense of
constant growth here – which, I am reminded by this
living place, also includes an annual period of retreat.
This is necessary for its survival. The regeneration this
allows is what gives it its endurance, its strength and
stamina. Its ability to weather the unexpected.
I can already see signs of it: the berries are past their
prime, days are getting shorter, evenings cooler. Air
Continued on page 16...
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slightly dampening. The geese are making a racket as they prepare to travel. The garden is slowing down.
Being here now, as the pace of the place adjusts to the season, I notice mine doing the same. It feels like a relief.
I exhale.

Savary Transitions
Juanita Chase

Now we hear the loons and the honking of snow geese
fleeing south to leave us to the approaching fall. Days
are shortening and the long lazy days of summer are
just a memory. The intense summer heat was welcome,
but the chill announces the next cycle.

Music ,too, was in abundance with a Blue Grass Festival,
and a free concert was once again given by The Adam
Woodall Band on a scorching hot day in the Meadow.
More music was presented by Jim Foster at the Fire Hall
Frolic, a fund raiser for the Fire Department and First
Responders. There were sand castle contests, art classes
Savary Island was full of fun and events. Every Tuesday for young people, and a Youth Church Camp. Also for
saw two hours of Farmers Market, where old friends
the benefit of the volunteer Fire Department was the
met and chatted. Hacienda Pascalito was alive with
eighteenth annual Fun Triathlon.
food, crafts, art, and neighbourliness. Pascal’s was also
the site of a huge thank you party for the
Now with fall approaching, we bundle up for the Terry
accomplishment of acquiring the beautiful land now
Fox Walk, and enjoy each other’s company with hot
under stewardship of The Nature Trust of BC, securing soup at Pascal’s Hacienda, and eventually join together
more than a third of the island from development.
again in December for carolling at the Little Church in
the Woods.
Savary Island has long been inspiration for artists. Even
Book Club will resume, as will meditation with chai tea,
E. J. Hughes painted here. This summer, like others,
was full of art shows and sales giving us all a chance to walks in the woods, and getting together with friends
who were put on hold over the long hot busy summer.
capture tangible memories of our favourite island.
Fall has arrived with a sigh of relief and gratitude for
this special place we call home.

Little Wing Farm, Lund BC

Order your free
Look for hand
range, heritage,
dipped beeswax
organic
candles at the
Christmas
Lund Christmas
turkey now!
Craft Fair, Nov 24
Contact Ria 604-414-0383
littlewingfarm@xplornet.com
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Hiking the Sunshine Coast Trail
Ria Curtis

In the early 2000’s when we moved to the coast, I took up part time silviculture forestry work here. While driving or
flying helicopters to work, I would look around me and say, “someday I want to camp there” or “someday I’m
going to climb that mountain”. Well now that I’m putting hiking higher on my priority list, I’m starting to do some
of those “someday” things. I’ve recently
purchased a little run-about to get me into
the back country and I’ve been exploring
my great big back yard.
The Sunshine Coast Trail (SCT) is one of
the most spectacular trails I’ve ever hiked
on. This trail can compete with many I’ve
hiked in the Himalayas, Andes, and
Rwenzori Mountains of Africa for variety
of terrain, breath-stopping views, and
technical difficulty - and all with the
added bonus of berry and mushroom
harvesting, birds, and wildlife. I have
three friends that I do an annual backpack
trip with and we’ve been knocking off a
cabin every year. The goal for these trips is
to get as close as we can to the destination
cabin and then hike in for the night with
as much wine as we can carry and devour Photo courtesy of Silvana Hernandez
a delicious supper together. On my own, I
like to drive around with my forestry maps and the really excellent SCT trail map (Sunshine Coast North Outdoor
Recreation Map, for sale at the Powell River Tourist Bureau and at the Lund Store) and find as many access points
to the SCT trail as I can. My solo hikes tend to be ground eating affairs where I push myself as hard as I can and try
to cover as much of the Trail as possible. Eventually, I hope to do the trail solo in three sections of three or four days
each, moving hut to hut. Maybe next year.
One of the best things about the SCT is all the people I’ve met along the way. I always pick up backpackers hitching
to Sarah Point to start their trek. I don’t know how the rest of the world hears about our Trail, but I’ve met people
from Germany, Israel, France, Sweden, and Switzerland to name a few. One fellow from Germany had even flown
his dog all the way to Canada to do the trail with him.
After a pound up to Walt’s Hill, I met a guy from Israel who was doing the trail from Saltery Bay north. He’d been
on the trail for almost a week already and he was getting tired of the rain. It was only sprinkling really but I guess if
you are from Israel, a coastal spritz can seem like rather a lot. At the Manzanita Bluffs hut I met a couple from
Vancouver who were travelling with their two blind dogs. Yes! Blind dogs. Both dogs were completely blind and
they walked between the two people, nose to tail, the lead person would bang rocks and bushes with a stick to help
the dogs stay on the trail. Both dogs and people were amazing to meet and get to know.
It takes all kinds to do the SCT; I’ve met young, old, parents and their smaller or teenage kids, grandparents, solo
hikers, and large groups. Some are out for a day hike while others are trying to do the whole shot in seven days or
Continued on page 18...
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less. I’ve met those crazy runners – you know who you are – trail
running up Mt. Troubridge on a rainy and very mosquito-y day. I also
met a woman who retired, took her unused sick days bonus and
bought new boots and camping gear and started hiking the SCT from
Sarah Point south. Last I heard she’d made it to Confederation Lakes.
Unfortunately, I’ve also had to give aid to people who weren’t
prepared for the rigours offered up by the SCT. It is a rugged trail,
with roots and rocks sticking up, covering many different terrains and
elevations. Access points to the highway are few and far between, and
much of the trail is very far from any civilization. And for all the time
I spend on the trail, at most I run into maybe one or two other parties;
often I never see another human. While driving a logging road out
after a day hike, I met a party of backpackers who had been on the
trail for several days and one of their party had done his knee in on
Tin Hat mountain. I was able to give him a ride out and the rest
carried on. I’ve also met folks with little or no water, expecting to find
water along the way. There are many parts of the trail that are bone
dry for many kilometers, especially in the summer.
Wildlife is something else some folks aren’t prepared for. Bears are
common, as are cougars at certain times of year and wolves have been
known to pass through from time to time. The huts are designed to
keep people and food goods safe and out of reach of the wildlife.
Hikers, however, should be aware of wildlife and minimize
attractants – keep all food in plastic and out of reach when camping.
Look up when walking below cliffs or overhanging trees; this is
where cougars like to hang out looking for something tasty to pass by. Photo courtesy of Silvana Hernandez
It is always safer to hike in groups, though as a solo hiker, I try to
leave my hiking plan either with my car or with someone who will send out Search and Rescue if I don’t show up
on time.
There is a comradery on the trail and I’ve met nothing but kind, friendly people. The huts are fabulous and many
thanks to the volunteers who build and maintain them and the trails. Pack out your garbage and bury your human
waste or make use of the many outhouses along the trail. Be respectful of this beautiful resource and it will be there
for years and years for all to enjoy.
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Welcoming Whales
Jude Abrams and Terry L Brown

The Barnacle Summer 2016 issue included an article by
us entitled “Seahorses and Whales in the Salish Sea”. We
enthusiastically reported that more humpback whales
were returning to the Salish Sea each year after
whaling ships slaughtered them in 1908/09. The article
ended with a list of questions about humpback whales
- their physiology, culture, communication, and
philosophies - that we intended to ask the whales once
they got to know us and we became friends.

slipped the motor into neutral so the whale would
know exactly where our boat was and Terry swung
below to retrieve the video camera. Then we waited.
And waited.
About ten minutes later, "PCHOOOOO!" A blow about
50 metres from our boat! An arc of dark whaleback
surfaced and began to circle around us. I killed the
motor since, obviously, Whale knew we were there.
Was Whale curious? I decided to try to communicate.
The closest I can get to mimicking whale language is to
play my didgeridoo. Terry can synthesize a mean
didgeridoo
with his
resonant
baritone
voice. So the
two of us
began a duet,
a whale
serenade.

Since that report we have discovered that befriending a
humpback
whale whose
prime
directive is to
find and feed
on a ton of
food per day
is a ‘herring’
raising task.
Friendliness
Whale didn't
and the desire
talk back to
to interact can
us - or maybe
be conveyed
Whale did but
but an
we couldn't
encounter is
hear it above
not often the
the water.
result. Many
Whale did
weeks of
move closer
floating
to the boat around the
Two young humpbacks visit our sailboat between Savary Island and Sentry Shoal, Aug. 2018
still
circling
Salish Sea in
Photo courtesy of Terry L. Brown
slowly. We
spring,
drifted together like this for a while - no pyrotechnics,
summer, and fall were spent watching for blows and
just meditative mellow breathing, didgeridooing, and
hearing the bugling breath of whales…. in the distance.
hanging out together. It was magical!
During the past two years, we have had significant
encounters with humpback whales maybe half a dozen
Then Whale took a breath and submerged into a sleek
times. So here is one whale tale and a few lessons
shallow dive from 25 metres behind our boat, under
we’ve learned along the way.
the length of it, to emerge about 7 metres off the bow!
Since Whale was one and a half times the length of our
Terry (the Amphibiographer) and I were just off Powell
boat this took a few seconds. We were so surprised we
River in Blue Parrot, our 27 foot sailboat, waiting for
jumped, clattered, and banged our recording gear as
whales. It was getting late and there was no wind so
we rushed to video our friend who then leisurely
we were motoring back towards the harbour at about 4
swam off leaving us breathless.
knots. Scanning the water for blows we looked back
just in time to see a humpback whale breach about 300
We have since learned that whales avoid banging and
metres behind us. I executed a 180 degree turn hoping
thumping coming from the hull of a boat so that might
we would get to witness some playful exuberant
have chased our friend away. I have also learned, from
humpback acrobatics. The whale breached a few more
times but stopped when we were within 150 metres. I
Continued on page 20...
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time spent among the grey whales in Baja, Mexico, that if whales want to interact with you, they will come to you.
There is never any need to chase them. A boat that is floating in the water with enthusiastic people onboard can be a
source of entertainment for our large friends. It can be a toy to play with, an ecstatic audience for athletic
performances, willing volunteers for their teasing tricks like surprise blow hole showers, and even useful for a good
back scratch.
What else have we learned? That the Grey Whales who came to visit us in our little boats had complete control of
the interactions. That at as young as six weeks old, their physical skill and coordination in the water was amazing.
That some like to tease, to hear us squeal with delight, and that they only stay with us as long as they want. That
when a whale rolls on her/his side to make eye contact with you - conscious being to conscious being - you know
you have met a relation.
Addendum: As all primate species differ in language, social organization, and culture, so do all cetacean species.
We have not heard any reports of friendly humpback whale moms bringing their babies to be admired and amused
by doting humans as some grey whale moms will do in the Baja lagoons.
Could it happen here? Aye, that’s the question!
To learn about the Welcoming Whales project, follow our blog at http://www.imppossible.com/imp_wp/
welcoming-whales/

How in the World Did You End Up in Lund?
Kathryn Colby and Jim Elliott

When we were first dating nearly 10 years ago, Jim was
living in Roberts Creek on the Lower Coast. We got
married at the community hall there five years later.
Being Vancouverites at the time (Jim grew up in the
lower mainland and I had been living in Vancouver
since my late teens), we started looking for homes along
the Salish Sea. Unfortunately, so were all those pesky
Vancouver yuppies after selling their houses for
millions! Knowing we didn’t have a chance by
ourselves to make a permanent home on the Sunshine
Coast, we connected with our friends Charlie and Jesse
who also wanted to live rurally on the “best coast”. A
good mutual friend was living in Lund at the time and
another dear friend has deep roots here and Charlie
finally said, “Look, Lund is our community; I know it.”
We just said yes! We had fallen in love immediately
after driving into the harbour... we just thought ‘Are
you kidding me? This place is totally magical.’
A little less than a year later, we all bought a place
together in Finn Bay. A few months later, the two of us
were living here full time with our pals moving soon.
We can walk five minutes to Divers’ Rock where we
befriended a whole community of neighbours,
including their kids and dogs this past summer. It’s a
lot like the tiny Yukon community I grew up in, and Jim
has never been more stoked to commute to work in the
morning. He was hired on as a plumber (he is a

journeyperson) sight unseen, before relocating, and the
move happened quickly- in less than two weeks. I, a

Photo courtesy of Kathryn Colby and Jim Elliott

former social worker, was working on a master’s degree
and spent the summer writing and enjoying life on the
new homestead. Recently, I was hired to coordinate the
community action team looking to reduce fatal
overdoses in the Powell River area. Our land-mates
plan to get married at our beautiful home next June.
Happily Ever After in Lund!
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Open all year round!
Fall Hours: 10:00 am - 4:30 pm
Closed Tuesday

1436 101 Hwy, In the Historic Lund Hotel
604.414.0474 • aartcreations@shaw.ca
“A unique stop at the end of the road”

Speed. Reliability. Price.
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Qua’gah hos’te Juew - Let Us Go Home
Jack Anderson

On September 3, the entire community was invited to a gathering in Tla’amin for a sacred ceremony to
honour the survivors of the residential school system. Around a hundred people gathered in front of Sacred
Heart Church on the shoreline of Tla’amin. Members of the Klahoose and Homalco Nations were also there.
It was cloudy and rain threatened as we walked from the Church to the Salish Center. I recall two ravens who
repeatedly flew over and thus also witnessed the healing taking place that day. A similar gathering had taken
place in Sechelt on the previous day.
Once seated in the Salish Center, we were served a delicious meal of traditional cuisine: salmon and elk.
There were songs and drums and speeches. The most powerful memory for me that day, however, was in
front of the church where we were told that on that very spot was where the bus came to take away the
children. This scenario took place across the Province and virtually the entire country, while most Canadians
were going back to work or school after the Labour Day weekend, a tradition in itself. Oblivious to the pain
and suffering of those families, those kids, we in the non-indigenous community thought about the opening
of the hockey season or the fall line up of new television programming or whatever…really…we were like
that? All those buses, like
disconnected box cars from the
Third Reich hurrying to take away
their victims amid all the tears and
deep stomach pain…really? We
really let that happen?

Rare Earth
Pottery

No surprise. We let many things
happen today in this “great”
country, known for its “generosity”
and international peacekeeping.
Really? Yes, we pat ourselves on
the back and increase the strip
mines that pollute the waters of
distant, out-of-sight First Nation
communities. We spew greenhouse
gas knowing full well what it
means for future generations of
children and nature. Our
governments mess with the natural
abundance and balance of this
amazing land and create more
extinctions, while telling us they are
balancing environment and
economy. Oh, they have done a great job of that; only
why is homelessness such a persistent embarrassment
while opioid deaths cross every boundary of the
society in runaway numbers.
But on this day we honoured the survivors: we said we
were sorry, we sat together and ate. As we were
reminded, this healing will take seven generations…
really.
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Hand Made Wood-Fired
and Raku Pottery

Ron Robb and
Jan Lovewell
To visit
our studio/gallery,
please call ahead

604-483-4806

9644 Quarry Place
Lund BC
rareearthpottery.ca
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Magical Dome

Forest Sanctuary Accommodation
as seen in the “End of the Road”
documentary

5 minutes from Lund Harbour
Full Amenities • Secluded • Private

ad October 2018
604.483.9160
www.magicaldome.com

Chef David Bowes

Owner Patty O’Neill

MONDAY & TUESDAY ONLY!

$12.50 PREORDER DINNERS ‘TIL DECEMBER 30

Grilled Salmon or Pineapple Cod or BBQ Pork or Coquilles
but you must pre-order when reserving, for $12.50 price.
ON BUFFET NIGHTS ‘TIL DECEMBER 19
Quote Code #LC555 for $5 Off Adult Price when reserving.
Can not be combined with other discount or promotional offer.

LAUGHING OYSTER 604.483.9775
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Plants From Here
Trish Keays
on poisonous mushrooms

Amanita muscaria
Mushroom season! Mushrooms and other fungi grow throughout the year here, so we can usually find some on a
walk. But they do have seasons too, with many more types in fall and spring. Sometime soon the unusual Amanita
muscaria will be with us. It’s a good mushroom to identify because it’s common around here, distinctive and easy to
recognize, and although beautiful to look at, which might
attract children, it’s also hallucinogenic and not edible.
Learning to identify fungi means learning a new language:
an agaric, basidiomycete mushroom, genus Amanita, species
muscaria – umbrella-like cap, white gills on the underside,
with white stalk or stipe. The stalks have a broken veil or
membrane in a ring hanging down from near the top, and
the cap is bright red or dark orange and spotted with white
flecks. The rounded cup at the base, the volva, is an
identifying feature unique to Amanitas. You need to use a
coloured paper to make a spore print because the spores are
white.
Originally found in the northern hemisphere, human beings
have spread this mushroom across the planet. It is generally
identified as poisonous, with hallucinogenic effects and some rare fatal reactions. Two sister species are even more
poisonous and result in most fatalities from this genus
– mottled death cap (Amanita phalloides) and the
destroying angel (Amanita virosa), one of the most
poisonous of all fungi.
Amanita Mushrooms - Photo courtesy of Brian Voth

History of human use includes as an intoxicant with
religious significance, across continents. An internet
search yields many sites with information on
identification, history, effects and use.
Amanita muscaria starts as a rounded white, warty nub
on the forest ground and then expands into a toadstool
shape. It’s described as being a legendary or classic
red-capped mushroom speckled with white warts or
dots. The mushroom has long been an important image
for central European midwinter and Christmas
celebrations, a backdrop for leprechauns, elves,
gnomes, goblins and fairies. “Amanita muscaria is
everywhere in fairy tales, but never eaten.”

Amanita Mushrooms - Photo courtesy of Brian Voth

The name “Amanita” is from Ancient Greek for mushroom. “Muscaria” is from the Latin word Musca which means
fly, and may derive from the Greek muagros (fly hunter), as flies, gnats and other insects are said to also be affected
by the chemical properties.
The common name of fly agaric, agaric, or fly amanita is attributed to its use as an insecticide. In some European
countries, caps are crumbled into milk to attract house flies, who get intoxicated and drowsy, collapse and die or
drown.
Continued on page 25...
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It usually grows in a mutually beneficial relationship with nearby host trees, often pine and spruce, and in groups
and clusters. They’re most striking when they are young and just reach maturity; insects nibble them, and hard
rains can turn them to mush. For a good “drive-by siting”, check out the grassy ground between telephone poles
266 and 267 on the Lund Highway.
urbandictionary.com
https://www.first-nature.com/fungi/amanita-muscaria.php
http://www.constellationsofwords.com/Constellations/Musca.htm
https://www.first-nature.com/fungi/amanita-muscaria.php

Rin Innes
on edible mushrooms
Hunting for mushrooms to eat can seem daunting because there are so
many different species, and when you’re just getting started, it can seem
difficult to even find them, let alone make sure you’re picking what you
think you’re picking. We do have some deadly poisonous mushrooms in
our
ecosystem, so
you want to
be certain of
your
identification
before you
put a shroom
in your
mouth;
training your
eyes to find
and ID them
can take time.
Happily,
Oyster Mushrooms - Photo courtesy of Rin Innes
there are a
couple of easy
to find edibles that don’t have any poisonous lookalikes,
Oyster Mushrooms - Photo courtesy of Rin Innes
and those are a great way to get started.
Oyster mushrooms, pleurotus ostreatus, are distinctive and
abundant critters that grow in clusters of white, shelf-like
fruiting bodies. They’re primarily found on fallen alders and
occasionally on swamp maple and other deciduous trees. Look
for them in transitional woods where alder bottom is starting to
switch over to Douglas fir or cedar - lots of standing dead alder
is your landmark for these friends. They appear in fall as well
as in spring, and I notice that the fall fruits are often darker on
the cap, with shades of gray and olive, and show more
yellowish on the gill side, whereas the spring ones tend to be
more pure white with shades of pink.
Another abundant and easy-to-spot edible is the lobster
mushroom, hypomyces lactifluorum. What’s cool about these
Lobster Mushrooms - Photo courtesy of Nicole Narbonne

Continued on page 26...
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friends is that they’re actually two organisms growing together: a host mushroom, most commonly russula brevipes
(short-stemmed russula), which becomes completely overgrown by the mycelium of the hypomyces. The usually
white and bland-flavoured russula becomes bright orange with tinges of red and purple and takes on a rich flavour
reminiscent of tomatoes and shellfish. Lobster mushrooms can get enormous, and often grow in abundant clusters
in forest duff under cedar and hemlock. Look for them anywhere a thick layer of conifer duff has accumulated,
especially on well-drained slopes and along the sides of trails and logging roads.
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Speaking in the Barnacular
Ted Durnin

Twenty years ago, I left the corner of Bloor and Yonge
and within 24 hours I was in Lund. There were
surprises. The first surprise was the switchback on the
Wildwood Hill. You don’t get those in Toronto. The next
one was my mother’s dog greeting me with his front
paws on my shoulders, his eyes level with mine. That
was a big dog. He didn’t eat me.

like the rain forest, with its fifty shades of green. More
like shiny earth tones. I have provided photos for a side
by side comparison.
Fig. 1: a tree in Ontario in fall
Fig. 2: a tree in BC in fall
As you can see, the colours in Figure 1 are far more
vibrant and rich than the colours in Figure 2. And I want
you to know that I actually waited for a day when it was
not raining to photograph the BC tree. Totally impartial
and fair.

Now I’m going back to Ontario. I can look upon it with
Lund eyes. After a quick run through of every known
mode of transportation over twelve hours, I’m there.
Perth, Ontario, to be exact.
Some things strike me right away. That’s things striking
me; not people. You can hear trains at night. You don’t
get that in Lund. Foghorns, maybe, but if you hear a
train, well that’s a ghost train.

Actually the rain forest has a few shouty leaves too. And
now that I look at it, I think maybe Fig. 2 was the tree in
Ontario.

They have different
identical chain
stores in their strip
malls from the ones
in BC. Except for
the ones that are the
same.

Never mind.

I thought the sky
would be bigger
but I think that’s
another province.
They do have trees.
About the trees:
Ontario in the fall is
kind of shouty. Not
Photos courtesy of Ted Durnin
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We are pleased to announce: each Sunday
in November at 2 pm, Sandy Dunlop will be
presenting puppet shows, starting November
4 with The Paperbag Princess and a Frog and
Toad story. By donation.

Connie’s Raw Crackers
Yummy Gluten-Free Snacks!
ORGANIC, VEGAN
NO gluten, sugar, dairy or yeast
Visit us November, 24, 2018
at the Lund Christmas Craft Fair

Artists in residence this fall include a painter,
writer and multi media artist. Watch for their
upcoming events.

Find them @ Ecossentials
or conniethurber1@gmail.com

9971 Finn Bay Road
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A Wildfire Life
Kymo Van Oers

Our 212 rotor wing rose up from the valley floor. The air was still crisp with the chill of mountain air in late August.
The familiar ‘whump, whump, whump’ of the 26 foot large rotors make this helicopter very distinct from other
helicopters.
Any, probably all, young firefighters have romanticized about the comparison of what we do with the Vietnam War
or some war that uses a 212 type rotor wing. I am/was no different in this regard. You envision jumping from a
hovering 212 into smoke – and in real life that vision is not far off. On this particular morning, as our ride into our
part of the big 500 hectare fire pulled Gs and flew low over the 90 foot fir-covered valleys, I felt my stomach rise and
lower with every guide pull of the cyclic in the left hand of our trusty pilot.
My falling partner, Darryl, and I were in the bird with a handful of our crew mixed with another five-pack contract
crew. Darryl and I had a ‘hot’ L.Z. (a 30-32 meter circle cut into the steep hillside that acts as a landing zone for our
212) the night before to deal with along with trying to fall the last of the trees to complete an approved landable
heli-pad. The night before I was falling a 28-inch-at-the-base cedar snag leaning over our heli-pad. I was assessing
the snag with Darryl. Darryl is a good hand on the saw but was relatively new to wildfire; I, on the other hand, had
spent much of my twenties and thirties rappelling out of 212s on rope into fires. I knew, understood, slept, ate,
breathed fire – I guess a lifer as some might call it.
So, as Darryl and I sat assessing the cedar snag, both weary from a full day of falling fire trees and other snags, we
were both thinking of the 2000 calorie supper we’d be inhaling later. Darryl started telling me a story of last winter’s
falling when I heard that familiar sound like a freight train gaining speed on a straight-away of track. That train
sound is the sound when a ground fire low and creeping starts to climb into the canopy and gains momentum –
ready to roll …
I hushed Darryl. “Listen to that!” I said. Darryl heard but wasn’t sure what I meant. I jumped up and looked
downslope 200 meters west of our location. Sure enough, the smoke was going from a light grey column to gold
and then to black. Five trees candled
and pearls of red flame leapt over
the tops of the 90-120 foot trees
another 50 feet. We had a charged
hose-lay working the top of our helipad where our rookie was spraying
down hotspots. I yelled at him to
help Darryl run out 400 more feet of
d,ĂͲƵŚŵƚŽďĞĂŵĂǌĞĚ
Ͳ
hose across our L.Z. to this new flare
up. We had half an hour to bring the
flames down and under control
before running 800 meters up and
down the valleys back east to our
closest heli-pad. We managed to
pull the flames down and were
hopeful that our heli-pad would last
the night and not get burned over.

ƚॆĂŵ

So, as we circled the smouldering,
blackened ash-filled L.Z. the next
morning all I could think of was
“Shit. We lost that fight! Fire: 1;
Pano206: 0!”

ǁǁǁ͘ůƵŶĚŚŽƚĞů͘ĐŽŵ
ŝŶĨŽΛůƵŶĚŚŽƚĞů͘ĐŽŵ
ϲϬϰ͘ϰϭϰ͘Ϭϰϳϰ
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Northside Fire Department News
Jim Armstrong, Captain
Northside Fire Department
The Northside Volunteer Fire Department had a lucky
time during the campfire ban this summer. During the
period from July 1 to the end of September, we
responded to seventeen First Responder (medical) calls,
two motor vehicle incidents, one false alarm, and five
brush burning reports.

area resident burning a large pile of garbage in a dry
field of tall grass. Provincial Compliance and
Enforcement officers are automatically informed of all
burning complaints during a fire ban. Two Powell River
area individuals were levied fines for illegal burns.
While propane fired heaters or stoves are legal during
the ban, users should be aware their appliances must be
ULC or CSA approved and there is no requirement that
Canadian stores ensure the goods they sell are certified.

One MVI resulted in a driver suffering a broken arm
when her car went off the road ending upside down
wedged into a deep ditch. It took the fire crew most of
an hour to safely extricate the driver through the rear
window.

On one call at Dinner Rock Park, the campers were
using a certified stove but they were burning pine cones
on it which contravened the regulation.

One of the burning complaints involved a Northside

Exciting Times for the Lund Art Community
Monique Labusch
The canvas called Lund, already painted with a diversity of local creativity, has become even more colourful with
the recent opening of the Tidal Art Centre in Finn Bay.
As a painter living in Lund, I couldn’t be happier having access to this beautiful new venue right at my doorstep. I
love showing my art in this beautiful place. Whoever visited during this year’s Powell River Studio Tour on August
25 and 26 will, for sure, agree with all the wonderful
artists who exhibited at the Centre that there is
something very exciting unfolding in the Lund art
community! Thanks to Nancy Jeakins and Gordon
Kitaura for converting this former forestry building
into an artist’s place where we can meet, create, and
learn!
I asked Jackie Frioud, one of the artists who showed
her pottery at this year’s Studio Tour, how she ended
up right here and she replied:
“When I approached Nancy about building my kiln at
the
Tidal Art Centre, it was a leap of faith for me.
Photo courtesy of Carlos Schaub
Firing my pots two ferries and six hours away from my
studio in Vancouver seemed kind of crazy. However, Lund is the jumping off port for our family cabin and the Art
Centre was an exciting dream of Nancy’s that I had been watching come to reality for a few years. Building the kiln
and subsequently firing it five times has now introduced me to a wonderful community of makers and tradespeople
and passionate Sunshine Coast locals and visitors. I love my five-day stints here and feel like I’m becoming part of
the Art Centre and the Lund community. I’ve been able to share the experience with old friends and new and it’s
Continued on page 32...
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Continued from page 31...

been better than I could have imagined. I
look forward to seeing the evolution of this
fabulous place. Love and gratitude to Nancy
for giving me and my kiln a new home.”
And there is Lorna Smith, who moved to the
area two years ago. She and her partner,
Scott, bought and live in a homesteaded
cabin in Okeover. Lorna's background is a
thirty-six-year period of producing and
selling ware at the Pike Place Market in
Seattle. Ten years ago, she retired from
working in her Port Townsend studio and
moved to Costa Rica where she worked and
taught ceramics. Next April, Lorna's plan is
Photo courtesy of Carlos Schaub
to move her equipment to Tidal Art's space
where she can give workshops in both hand
building and the wheel. She says she finds the creative spirit intense and alive in the Lund area. Working with the
energy of others plus the beauty of the environment inspires this new and exciting direction for Tidal Arts Centre
and Lorna.
I couldn’t agree more, and this is just the beginning. Stay tuned for exciting new projects here at Lund’s Tidal Art
Centre!

End of the Road Movie
Update

Andtbaka Farm
Home of “The Farmer’s Gate” produce stand
2440 Highway 101 North
Producing:
vegetables, meat, poultry, eggs, and
many other locally produced products

Tai Uhlmann

You will be excited to know that

See you at the Farm or at
the Winter Farmers’ Market
Saturdays 10 - noon
4752 Joyce Avenue

the 78 minute feature version of
The End of the Road will be

“All our livestock is raised free
of antibiotics and hormones.
They are given freedom to roam
and enjoy the outdoors.”

distributed by IndieCan
Entertainment and available in

Pat, Harry, Eli & Erin

the US and Canada in the spring

604 483 9890

of 2019!

www.facebook.com/andtbakafarm/
pingfarm@hotmail.com
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Brian Voth

Barbershop
Open
Thursday
Mornings

Good Service!

604.483.9666
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Real Life in Craig Park
Kirsten Clarkson (aka KC)

“Life is real, Kid.”
My mum said that in 2008, just before she died. It caused me to make radical changes. I became my real self,
found true love and that led to a son. Eventually, in the spirit of living a “real” life, our family moved to Lund.
Arriving at Easter gave us a wonderful introduction to Craig Park. The Easter Egg Hunt was ON! The incredible
Northside Volunteer Fire Department scattered candy around the park that kids scrambled after as parents
chatted.
At Hallowe’en, an assortment of ninjas, princesses, skeletons, and dragons watched fireworks in another sweet
adventure in the Park.
In the midst of all this fun, I was invited to join the Friends of the Lost Flamingos. That’s how I learned the origin
of Craig Park.
In 1985, the residents of Craig Road created the park. In 1986, Friends of the Lost Flamingos (FOTLF) was
formed to care for the park. The name comes from two pink flamingos that the original caretaker, Steve Hansen,
lodged in the park’s majestic trees. The Friends of the Lost Flamingos is quite a name and it reflects the quirky,
joyful, humble family feel of the neighbourhood.
Craig Regional Park is perfect for family activities. There is a tennis court, playground structure, frisbee golf, and
horseshoes. The gazebo offers a great venue for birthday parties or small concerts, weddings even.
We’ve been to many birthday parties there. The last one was Twyla’s. Big brother Flint led the kids on a wild
bike race around the trails, and after the cake, the kids painted rocks they could take home to plant in their
gardens. It was lots of fun and Twyla’s birthday in the park is imprinted as a happy memory in our lives.
For the definitive word on the park, I talked to local experts: Lund Kids. They had a lot to say.
Leo says he loves the park and “I wish the baseball diamond was set up but I understand why it’s not...I think a
skate park is a great idea and would help get kids there.”
Abraham tells me that “Craig Park is great! I like the slide and the pole and playing basketball with my mum
and my friends, and it would be a LOT better if it had a skateboard park because you’re not allowed to ride your
skateboard or your bike or scooter on the tennis court and I don’t like that. Can you get us a skateboard park in
Lund, Mama?”
Cole and Parker have had “wicked nerf gun fights” with their extended family in the Park. Cole agrees that a
skateboard park would be a good choice.
Esteban, Azure, and Manao say they love the Park and especially the frisbee golf but they would really like a
bike park and skateboard park but mostly a bike park. Este misses the soccer nets. They all love basketball and
would love the net to be lowered a bit.
Jack and Louie say they love Craig Park and they also back the skateboard park idea.
Hunter says, “I like the bridge.”
Celeste says she likes the Park but she “misses the old wooden playground.”
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Ireland says, “I love the swings and I miss the old wooden playground too.”
That’s the word on the street from the kids. They love the Park! Sure there could be changes but it’s a great place
to play. My apologies to Lund kids who didn’t get a word in; I would have liked to have talked to all of you!
I didn’t know that becoming a friend of lost flamingos, painting rocks in the park, and intense conversations
with kids about wicked nerf fights, wooden structures, and skate parks would be my real life... but it is. And it’s
the absolute best.
There is a plaque in the Park that reads ‘This is the park that Steve built.’ with thanks to Steve Hansen, Caretaker
1987 - 2008. There is a hot pink bike rack at the bottom of Craig Road in honour of the much loved Linda
Meilleur, an original Friend of the Lost Flamingos. I get misty every time I read those plaques.
Steve and Linda loved the Park and the Craig Road community. Those of us who use the Park honour them and
are honoured by them - even if we didn’t know them. Like the majestic trees in that Park, they loom large in our
lives because they are part of the beautiful community that created a place to gather.
Life is real, kid. Go to the park. Craig Park.
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Crossword #48 by C.Cressy
Edited by S. Dunlop

Answer Key for Summer Issue Crossword
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Community Page
Sandy Dunlop

Birth Announcements
Melissa and Dustin Hammond welcomed the birth of their baby daughter, Anna, on May 6. Siblings Caleb and
Claire are smiling. Welcome to Lund little one!
Sympathy and Condolences

Since the last Barnacle, we have heard of no deaths of people from Lund. Please let us know if we have missed
one.
Thinking of You
Healing thoughts and much love to all of the Lundies, wherever you are, who are struggling with wellness.

The Lund Community Society and thus the Barnacle are still looking for volunteers to help out on the
Goodwill Committee. We especially need an overseer for this committee and someone to write the article for
the Barnacle.

604 414-0800

The job requires, either individually or collectively, a broad social network in Lund so as to keep you in the
know about births, deaths, and major events in the lives of people here. Duties include: (1) Sending mailed
cards of congratulations, sympathy,
get well soon, thinking of you, etc. (2)
Organizing the “welcome packages”
for pickup at the post office by new
Lund residents. (3) Creating the
Community Page in the Barnacle four
times a year that gives birth, death,
etc. info and maybe includes a tribute
or two.
This Committee exists to help create
and bolster a sense of community in
Lund and the knowledge that people
here care about each other. Please let
us know if you're interested and pass
on the word! And call Adrian
Redford at 604-483-4766 with any
news you think should be
acknowledged.

604 414-0800

604 414-0800
604 414-0800
604
414-0800

604 414-0800
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BARBERSHOP
THURSDAYS
$5

st c
off 1

with

ut

ad

9 - 11

WILDE ROAD
Sand & Gravel

4911 Tomkinson Road
Walk in!

Pollen Sweaters
Open Daily

October – January 10 am – 4 pm
TOP 10 REASONS TO WEAR A POLLEN SWEATER
1. No pop bottles were hurt making Pollen
Sweaters.
2. You’ll be helping sheep stay cool in summer.
3. The pure wool stays warm even when wet.
4. Non-itchy and soft enough to wear next to
sensitive skin.
5. Machine washable and dryable at moderate
temperatures.
6. We put the label on the inside where it belongs.
7. Designed to layer smoothly under or over other
garments.
8. No offshore sweatshops. Ours is here at home.
9. If it ever wears out, compost it.
10. Makes you 50 - 90% more handsome (results
may vary).

Coffee, Breakfast, Lunch
& Delicious Baked Goods!
Licensed

BOOKS • JEWELRY • WOOL OR BAMBOO PONCHOS
TOQUES • AND SWEATERS OF COURSE!

Hours: 7 am – 4 pm
7 days a week

pollensweaters.com
604.483.4401
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Fall Stuff
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